
                      LOIS REPORTING FROM MONTGOMERY, MARCH 21, 2021 

We have enjoyed this Sunday afternoon visiting with our daughters on the front porch, they took their shoes 

and socks off  so they went home with toasty toes.  We are expecting a nice week of weather.   

We have endured all kinds of weather this week, and on Wednesday, St. Patrick’s Day it was a day of warmth 

and many people came out to enjoy our bright sunshine and go for a walk.  The only thing we have that is not a 

welcomed sign of Spring is our streets, they become so dusty from the sand that was used during the winter.  

This is when I welcome the masks to help from breathing in all that fine dust.   The weather man said that we 

were going to enjoy a few nice days of weather this week..  Just hope it does not ruin sugaring.   

Getting back to St.Patrick’s Day, there were many out walking and Michelle Pressler and her friend were out 

enjoying the nice day and Michelle was carrying her new born daughter Beatrice, she had made her 

appearance a week ago, to proud parents Titus and Michelle Pressler and big sister Ingrid.  Congratulations!! 

I have another announcement from Grandma Sara Desaute’s, she has a new grandson Cameron Michael born 

on March 6, weighed 7 lbs and 1 oz.  To proud parents Andrew and Alyssa Tipper.  Congratulations!!  

From the wild-side:  When Pauline Domina came by this week we got to talking and she told me about a 

disturbance on her porch.  She could hear something going on and went to check it out and a big hawk had 

attacked a morning dove, it must have dazed the dove, when Pauline opened the door the hawk flew but the 

dove was unable to.  Pauline watched the dove for a few minutes, and it started to move slowly and she left to 

do other things, she later came back to check on the dove and the hawk must have succeeded getting his prey, 

as there were only feathers left on the lawn.  Sad, But it happens!! 

Happy Birthday to:  Nancy Lumbra, Lucille Hulbert, Katie Brooks3/30; Colleen E. Paradee 4/2; Brenda Combs, 

Marty Lumbra 4/3. 

Anniversary wishes to:  Kevin and Kelly (Elkins) Maxfield 4/1.  

Laugh a little: **Quoted. I tried donating blood the other day..NEVER AGAIN!!!  Too many stupid questions 

were asked, Who’s blood is it?; Where did it come from?;  Why is it in a bucket?** Sign in a Vets waiting room: 

will be back in 5 minutes..sit! Stay! No barking!!  So this is all for this week, remember if you have something to 

share with me.. Please contact me.   God Bless.. M.L.T.A. ( H.R.&P) 


